VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES FOR 7th- AND 8th-GRADe STUDENTS

The Vernon Area Public Library has opportunities for teens in grades 7–12.

There are no applications to complete, a library card is not needed, and no training is required. Teens can volunteer as their time permits, with no required days or minimum hours.

Students in grades 7–12 can CHOOSE PROJECTS from the Vernon Area Public Library online list of Volunteer activities. Scroll down on the webpage linked above to the heading Volunteer activities. (Because District 96 does not track volunteer hours, please skip the information related to earning hours and receiving certificates.)

Two listed volunteer projects the library is promoting are Letters of Love and #WeWereHere Project.

Any of these opportunities will benefit others, allow self-expression and creativity, and give your student a chance to give back without leaving home. Invite your students to take a look...